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This passionate polemic addresses itself to the ultimate questions of Jewish destiny and
proclaims the primacy of Israel as the locus of the Jewish future. Hillel Halkin is an American-
born Jew who has cast his personal and historical lot with Israel. Corresponding with an
imaginary American Jewish friend who upholds the possibility of a viable Jewish life outside
Israel, Halkin forcefully argues his case: Jewish history and Israeli history are two lines in the
process of converging; and any Jew who chooses, in the absence of extenuating circumstances,
not to live in Israel is removing himself to the peripheries of the struggle for Jewish survival and
away from the center of Jewish destiny.

A year ago, I reread Hillel Halkin s Letters to an American Jewish Friend, which decades later
stands as one of the smartest, sharpest explorations of the delicate relationship between the
committed Diaspora Jew and the Aliyah-making Zionist. As I read the book, one page after
another was loosened from the binding, and I thought, Boy we need a new edition of this book. I
am thrilled to welcome this classic with a compelling, inspiring new introduction by the author.
The issues are remarkably relevant, the writing remains fluid, the passion infectious, the insights
profound. New generations of readers will be inspired by this, and older generations of readers
will eagerly greet this new edition like an old and long yearned-for friend. --Gil Troy, author,
Moynihan s Moment: America s Fight against Zionism as Racism and Why I Am A ZionistThree
and a half decades ago, the appearance of Hillel Halkin s Letters to an American Jewish Friend
sent shockwaves through the American Jewish community. The book was what would become
known as vintage Halkin smart, thoughtful, provocative, unsettling. No one who read it put it
down untouched or unmoved. That Letters is being reissued now, making it available to a
generation that needs it perhaps even more than the generation in which it first appeared, is
cause for celebration, hope and gratitude. --Daniel Gordis, Shalem College, Jerusalem; winner
of the National Jewish Book Award for Saving Israel --This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorHillel Halkin was born in New York City in 1939. In 1970 he and his wife
made aliya to Israel, settling in Zichron Yaakov. He has translated some seventy works of
modern Hebrew fiction into English, among them classics by such authors as Agnon, Brenner,
and Amos Oz. Halkin has also written weekly columns for the Forward, the Jerusalem Post, the
New York Sun, and the Jerusalem Review. Hailed by McGill professor Gil Troy as a great
contemporary Zionist thinker, Halkin has authored five other books in addition to Letters to an
American Jewish Friend (1977): Across the Sabbath River (Houghton-Mifflin, 2002); A Strange
Death (Public Affairs, 2005); Yehuda Halevi (Schocken Jewish Encounter Series, 2010);
Melisande! What Are Dreams? (Granta, 2013); and a biography of Vladimir Jabotinsky
(expected 2014, Yale University Press). --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Reactions to Letters To An American Jewish Friend when it appeared in 1977“A book any Jew
concerned with Israel and the future of the Jewish people ought to read…a clear, forceful
polemic that will drive every reader back to a careful scrutiny of his own preconceptions about
Jewish existence.”Robert Alter, Commentary, August 1977“A polemic, blazing with passion and
inventiveness and good humor, a cri de coeur impelled by a fury of conviction.”Amos Elon, New
York Times, August 1977“American Jews will be disturbed by Halkin’s articulate ‘letters’ from
Israel… His arguments are succinct, intriguing, and deserve the serious attention they have
already commanded.”Bernard Avishai, New York Review of Books, November 1977“With humor,
metaphor and passion, Halkin compels a moral confrontation with the alternatives before the
Jewish people – ease in a fading Diaspora or unease in Zion.”Marie Syrkin, New Republic“If
there has been a more significant Jewish book published in this decade, I haven’t seen
it.”William Novak, Midstream
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ContentsPrefaceLetter OneLetter TwoLetter ThreeLetter FourLetter FiveLetter Six“In that case,”
said the Kuzari, “you are shirking the duty of your Law by not setting out for that place and
making it the house of your life and your death, as it is written: ‘Have mercy on Zion, for it is the
house of our life.’ … I see now that all your bowing and kneeling in its direction are mere pomp or
unthinking ritual. And yet your first fathers forsook the places of their birth for it, and chose to
dwell in it as sojourners rather than as full citizens in their native lands-and this in an age when
the Shekhinah was not even yet manifest in it, for it was full of promiscuity and idol worship; yet
their one desire was to be in it, nor did they leave it even in times of famine except by God’s
command….”“You put me to shame, 0 king of the Khazars,” said the Friend. “This is the very sin
that prevented us from attaining what God had destined for us in the time of the rebuilding of our
Second Temple when He said, ’Sing and rejoice, 0 daughter of Zion.’ If only all our people had
willingly returned then to our land with a glad heart, the divine promise would have kept faith with
us as it had before; yet no more than a small part of it chose to do so, while the greater part and
its leaders remained in Babylonia, preferring slavery and exile to parting with its dwellings and
affairs…. Had only we unhesitatingly gone forth toward the God of our fathers, we would have
been accorded no less of His wonders than were our ancestors who were taken out of Egypt.
But all our repetition of such verses as … ‘He who restoreth His glory to Zion,’ and others like it,
are as the starling’s caw, since we say them without thinking of what we say, exactly as you
observe, 0 king of the Khazars.”Yehuda Halevi, The Kuzari, Part II, 23-24



PrefaceOf all the considerable mail I’ve received from readers of Letters to an American Jewish
Friend, the bulk of it in the first years after the book’s publication in 1977, the most memorable
was a postcard. On one side was a photograph of Jews praying at the Western Wall. On the
other, next to my address, was written:27.6.86Hillel Halkin:Thank you for helping me find my way
home.IsraeliANAMERICAN ^ JEWISH FRIENDThere was no other signature.In point of fact, it’s
happened at least half a dozen times. Somewhere – at a social gathering, after a speaking
engagement, while sitting in a café – someone has come up to me and said,“You know, the
reason I’m living in Israel is Letters to an American Jewish Friend.”Today, rereading the book
from cover to cover for the first time since writing it, I ask myself why it had such an effect on
some people. I suppose its letter form had something to do with it. It drew readers in; many
responded with letters of their own. Not all of these agreed with me. From my point of view,
disagreement was almost as good. I had never thought I could convince American Jews to move
to Israel by writing a book. I had thought I might help start an argument that was missing from
American Jewish life.This wasn’t an argument about Zionism per se. That, too, hardly existed
among American Jews in the 1970s. Jewish backing for Israel was rarely challenged then; only
later did some American Jewish intellectuals on the political left begin to question not just the
wisdom or morality of this or that Israeli policy, but the very idea of a Jewish state. Yet I would not
have argued with such people in Letters to an American Jewish Friend even had they been more
common at the time. I didn’t write the book to defend Israeli policies and I have never believed
that, as a Jew, I should have to make the case for Israel’s existence to anyone. Whoever
disputes it deserves to be scorned, not reasoned with.But the Zionist consensus of the
organized American Jewish community in the 1970s was of a peculiarly American kind. It had
rejoiced in Israel’s establishment; it took pride in Israel’s accomplishments; it celebrated Israel’s
military victory in the Six–Day War of 1967 and gave thanks when Israel beat back its enemies in
the Yom Kippur War of 1973; it acknowledged that its own fate and Israel’s were intertwined; yet
it did all this from a vicarious distance. It was not, like the European Zionism that led to Israel’s
creation, a movement of self–actualization. It was one of helping others, of philanthropy and
political support.It had always been like that. From the outset,American Zionism viewed a Jewish
state as a home for Jews less fortunate than America’s – for those fleeing the tsar’s or Hitler’s
Europe, for Holocaust survivors in the DP camps, for refugees from the Arab countries of the
Middle East, for Soviet Jews imprisoned behind the Iron Curtain. Its task, as it saw it, was to
assist these victims of fate or anti–Semitism to reach a Jewish homeland and be absorbed there
in a secure and prosperous environment; it was not to encourage American Jews to join them.
Although there were tiny American Zionist youth groups that preached and practiced aliyah, the
subject was never on the American Jewish agenda. The statistics reflected this. Between 1948
and 1964, a community of close to six million American Jews produced an annual average of
some three hundred immigrants to Israel.This figure rose in the mid–1960s and jumped
dramatically, under the impact of the Six–Day War, to nearly eight thousand a year in 1969–
1972. My wife and I, when we moved to Israel from New York in 1970, belonged to this surge.



The war hadn’t created a sudden awareness of Israel in either of us. I had grown up in a strongly
Zionist home, first visited Israel the summer I was eighteen, and returned for a longer stay
several years later. My wife had spent an entire year there, also in her late teens; she fell in love
with the country and returned a second and a third time. We both knew Israel well. Each of us,
independently, had considered living there.But at the time of our marriage, we were both deep
into American lives. Israel was not in the forefront of our thoughts. It was pushed back there by
the 1967 war and all that surrounded it – the fearful anxiety preceding it, the jubilant relief when it
was over, the realization of how much Israel had continued to mean to us even as we were
thinking of other things. We traveled there as tourists in the summer of 1968 (you’ll find a brief
description of this trip toward the end of Letters to an American Jewish Friend) and left with the
understanding that we had to make up our minds. We were still young enough to do with our
lives what we wanted and old enough to know we wouldn’t always be. Either we were going to
live in Israel or we weren’t. Less than two years later, we decided.I don’t remember thinking at
the time that our decision made us part of a wave. Or rather, if it did, it was of a wave of young
New Yorkers like ourselves, products of the 1960s, leaving a city we had had enough of for the
challenge and excitement of other places. Some went to live in New England or New Mexico; we
moved to Israel. The life we chose for ourselves did not seem so different from what others were
choosing in America. Soon after arriving, we bought land in a small farming village and set about
building a house on it.Once we did arrive, though, we became aware that we were also part of
something else. The country was full of young American Jewish immigrants like ourselves. The
Six–Day War had affected them as it had affected us. For a moment it almost seemed that the
one thing American Jewry had never wanted to talk about was taking place: a large American
Jewish aliyah. The pride and excitement of being in its avant–garde were joined to the energy
and optimism that prevailed in Israel in those years, when the exhilaration of the 1967 victory
had not yet entirely worn off and a more sober awareness of the problems following in its wake
was only beginning to sink in.Sobriety came with the Yom Kippur War; Israel emerged from its
three weeks a different country – grieving, bewildered, its confidence shaken. The triumphalism
of the post–1967 years vanished all at once. Their economic boom came to an end. Immigration
from America fell sharply, too. It dropped to five thousand in 1973, decreased again in 1974, and
returned in 1975 to its pre–1967 level. The mass aliyah never materialized.I myself wasn’t in the
army during the war. I was inducted and did my basic training in the summer of 1974. Then, too,
however, the country was still on a semi–wartime footing, and I was in uniform for two months
during my first year of reserve duty in an infantry battalion. We had a small baby and had just
moved into our new house, which had no telephone because no lines were available, and it was
a difficult time. I was angry that I had to be away from home so much. So was my wife.In general,
Israel was an angry place then. It was still licking its war wounds. Taxes had been raised on
everything to meet the war’s costs and Israelis were struggling to make ends meet. The future
looked bleak; a new outbreak of fighting seemed likely. The balance of power in the Middle East
had shifted; America, Israel’s best friend, was now also the patron of an Egypt weaned from



Soviet influence. As details emerged of the failures of political leadership and military
intelligence responsible for the initial Yom Kippur debacle, a groundswell of protest spread. The
United Nations “Zionism is Racism” resolution came as a brutal kick to a country that was
already down. Israelis felt abandoned, misunderstood.American Jews, though sympathetic,
were detached. Israel was no longer the can–do–no–wrong country it had been for them in 1967.
It was certainly no longer a country to consider living in. When friends visited from the States,
the subject wasn’t raised. They came for their summer vacation, or part of it, and went home
while I went back to another month in the army and the worry of paying the bills. I was bearing a
burden they weren’t; more and more, it felt like the burden of Jewish history. I didn’t say this to
their faces. I should be grateful, I told myself, that they bothered to visit at all. But had I been
truthful, I would have said other things. And so I wrote Letters to an American Jewish Friend.*I’ve
been asked whether “A.,” my correspondent in the book, was a real person. The answer is that
he was a composite of several real people. They were indeed friends. They had come of age in
the 1950s and ’60s like I had and represented the best in American Jewish life. They cared
deeply about Judaism, about the Jewish people, about Israel. Many had been to Israel more
than once. They just didn’t think of living there. It didn’t occur to them that they should.That’s
what bothered me the most. Had any of them said, “Look, I know that as a Jew I belong in Israel,
but it just isn’t possible for me,” I would have forgiven them immediately. There are all kinds of
good reasons for not leaving everything for a new country. One might have a profession or
career for which no good opportunities exist there, or elderly parents one can’t leave by
themselves, or a dozen other perfectly valid excuses. I wasn’t asking for heroic sacrifice. I hadn’t
made one myself. Life in Israel was difficult, but it was also rich and rewarding and I wasn’t a
hero for choosing it.What I was asking for was honesty – the honesty to face a historical situation
and draw the right conclusions. These seemed obvious to me. They were that, entering the last
quarter of the twentieth century, the state of Israel was the most – the only – meaningful future
the Jewish people had; that this state’s existence could be ensured solely by the Jews living in it;
and that it was therefore the most meaningful place for a Jewish life to be lived. I had no quarrel
with Jews who didn’t care about meaningful Jewish lives. There were millions of them in
America. The name for that was assimilation, and since Zionism had always regarded
assimilation in the modern Diaspora as inevitable, it would have been absurd of me, as a Zionist,
to argue against it. I had assimilated American Jewish friends, too, but Letters to an American
Jewish Friend wasn’t written to them.My quarrel was with American Jews who did care deeply
about being Jewish. I didn’t doubt that they were as committed to their Jewishness as I was to
mine. I didn’t think that living in Israel made me a better Jew. I thought it made me a more logical
one. It gave my life as a Jew its maximal value.This was what I tried to convince “A.” of. Was I
also trying to convince myself ?Perhaps. Not that I was having second thoughts. There was no
room for those. When my wife and I had decided to move to Israel, we had decided to move for
good. We didn’t say to ourselves, “If we like it, we’ll stay.” We were staying. That was clear from
the start.As we discovered, this made our adjustment simpler. Others did it differently. They



came for a trial period. Why burn their bridges? That would only, they thought, make their lives in
Israel more stressful.It was just the opposite. Every day was another test for them. Their new
neighbors had invited them for dinner? Israelis were wonderfully friendly. The family next door
didn’t say hello on the stairs? Israelis weren’t friendly at all. The man in the government office
was polite and helpful? Israeli bureaucracy wasn’t so bad. He was rude and argumentative?
Israeli bureaucracy was intolerable. They kept an open ledger in which there were new entries all
the time and the bottom line kept changing. Many returned to America in the end.We avoided all
that. When you know something is permanent, you make the best of it and sometimes even
come to see its good side. (Israeli bureaucrats were actually the world’s most humane. That’s
why they argued with you instead of simply saying “Next!”) I don’t remember a single moment in
which I regretted what we had done, possibly because regret would have been beside the
point.And yet there were moments in which I needed firming up. Talking with my American
Jewish friends, I sometimes felt a twinge of envy. Life was so damned easy for them. The second
car they thought nothing of owning. (We could barely afford a first one.) The weekend house on
ten acres in the country. (Ten acres? We were considered the owners of a latifundium for having
bought three–quarters of one acre.) The vacations abroad. (In Israel there was something called
a “travel tax” that charged you a fortune just for the right to buy a ticket to anywhere.) Things like
that. I needed to reassure myself, not that I had good reasons for being where I was, but that I
had better reasons than they had for being where they were.

PrefaceOf all the considerable mail I’ve received from readers of Letters to an American Jewish
Friend, the bulk of it in the first years after the book’s publication in 1977, the most memorable
was a postcard. On one side was a photograph of Jews praying at the Western Wall. On the
other, next to my address, was written:27.6.86Hillel Halkin:Thank you for helping me find my way
home.IsraeliANAMERICAN ^ JEWISH FRIENDThere was no other signature.In point of fact, it’s
happened at least half a dozen times. Somewhere – at a social gathering, after a speaking
engagement, while sitting in a café – someone has come up to me and said,“You know, the
reason I’m living in Israel is Letters to an American Jewish Friend.”Today, rereading the book
from cover to cover for the first time since writing it, I ask myself why it had such an effect on
some people. I suppose its letter form had something to do with it. It drew readers in; many
responded with letters of their own. Not all of these agreed with me. From my point of view,
disagreement was almost as good. I had never thought I could convince American Jews to move
to Israel by writing a book. I had thought I might help start an argument that was missing from
American Jewish life.This wasn’t an argument about Zionism per se. That, too, hardly existed
among American Jews in the 1970s. Jewish backing for Israel was rarely challenged then; only
later did some American Jewish intellectuals on the political left begin to question not just the
wisdom or morality of this or that Israeli policy, but the very idea of a Jewish state. Yet I would not
have argued with such people in Letters to an American Jewish Friend even had they been more
common at the time. I didn’t write the book to defend Israeli policies and I have never believed



that, as a Jew, I should have to make the case for Israel’s existence to anyone. Whoever
disputes it deserves to be scorned, not reasoned with.But the Zionist consensus of the
organized American Jewish community in the 1970s was of a peculiarly American kind. It had
rejoiced in Israel’s establishment; it took pride in Israel’s accomplishments; it celebrated Israel’s
military victory in the Six–Day War of 1967 and gave thanks when Israel beat back its enemies in
the Yom Kippur War of 1973; it acknowledged that its own fate and Israel’s were intertwined; yet
it did all this from a vicarious distance. It was not, like the European Zionism that led to Israel’s
creation, a movement of self–actualization. It was one of helping others, of philanthropy and
political support.It had always been like that. From the outset,American Zionism viewed a Jewish
state as a home for Jews less fortunate than America’s – for those fleeing the tsar’s or Hitler’s
Europe, for Holocaust survivors in the DP camps, for refugees from the Arab countries of the
Middle East, for Soviet Jews imprisoned behind the Iron Curtain. Its task, as it saw it, was to
assist these victims of fate or anti–Semitism to reach a Jewish homeland and be absorbed there
in a secure and prosperous environment; it was not to encourage American Jews to join them.
Although there were tiny American Zionist youth groups that preached and practiced aliyah, the
subject was never on the American Jewish agenda. The statistics reflected this. Between 1948
and 1964, a community of close to six million American Jews produced an annual average of
some three hundred immigrants to Israel.This figure rose in the mid–1960s and jumped
dramatically, under the impact of the Six–Day War, to nearly eight thousand a year in 1969–
1972. My wife and I, when we moved to Israel from New York in 1970, belonged to this surge.
The war hadn’t created a sudden awareness of Israel in either of us. I had grown up in a strongly
Zionist home, first visited Israel the summer I was eighteen, and returned for a longer stay
several years later. My wife had spent an entire year there, also in her late teens; she fell in love
with the country and returned a second and a third time. We both knew Israel well. Each of us,
independently, had considered living there.But at the time of our marriage, we were both deep
into American lives. Israel was not in the forefront of our thoughts. It was pushed back there by
the 1967 war and all that surrounded it – the fearful anxiety preceding it, the jubilant relief when it
was over, the realization of how much Israel had continued to mean to us even as we were
thinking of other things. We traveled there as tourists in the summer of 1968 (you’ll find a brief
description of this trip toward the end of Letters to an American Jewish Friend) and left with the
understanding that we had to make up our minds. We were still young enough to do with our
lives what we wanted and old enough to know we wouldn’t always be. Either we were going to
live in Israel or we weren’t. Less than two years later, we decided.I don’t remember thinking at
the time that our decision made us part of a wave. Or rather, if it did, it was of a wave of young
New Yorkers like ourselves, products of the 1960s, leaving a city we had had enough of for the
challenge and excitement of other places. Some went to live in New England or New Mexico; we
moved to Israel. The life we chose for ourselves did not seem so different from what others were
choosing in America. Soon after arriving, we bought land in a small farming village and set about
building a house on it.Once we did arrive, though, we became aware that we were also part of



something else. The country was full of young American Jewish immigrants like ourselves. The
Six–Day War had affected them as it had affected us. For a moment it almost seemed that the
one thing American Jewry had never wanted to talk about was taking place: a large American
Jewish aliyah. The pride and excitement of being in its avant–garde were joined to the energy
and optimism that prevailed in Israel in those years, when the exhilaration of the 1967 victory
had not yet entirely worn off and a more sober awareness of the problems following in its wake
was only beginning to sink in.Sobriety came with the Yom Kippur War; Israel emerged from its
three weeks a different country – grieving, bewildered, its confidence shaken. The triumphalism
of the post–1967 years vanished all at once. Their economic boom came to an end. Immigration
from America fell sharply, too. It dropped to five thousand in 1973, decreased again in 1974, and
returned in 1975 to its pre–1967 level. The mass aliyah never materialized.I myself wasn’t in the
army during the war. I was inducted and did my basic training in the summer of 1974. Then, too,
however, the country was still on a semi–wartime footing, and I was in uniform for two months
during my first year of reserve duty in an infantry battalion. We had a small baby and had just
moved into our new house, which had no telephone because no lines were available, and it was
a difficult time. I was angry that I had to be away from home so much. So was my wife.In general,
Israel was an angry place then. It was still licking its war wounds. Taxes had been raised on
everything to meet the war’s costs and Israelis were struggling to make ends meet. The future
looked bleak; a new outbreak of fighting seemed likely. The balance of power in the Middle East
had shifted; America, Israel’s best friend, was now also the patron of an Egypt weaned from
Soviet influence. As details emerged of the failures of political leadership and military
intelligence responsible for the initial Yom Kippur debacle, a groundswell of protest spread. The
United Nations “Zionism is Racism” resolution came as a brutal kick to a country that was
already down. Israelis felt abandoned, misunderstood.American Jews, though sympathetic,
were detached. Israel was no longer the can–do–no–wrong country it had been for them in 1967.
It was certainly no longer a country to consider living in. When friends visited from the States,
the subject wasn’t raised. They came for their summer vacation, or part of it, and went home
while I went back to another month in the army and the worry of paying the bills. I was bearing a
burden they weren’t; more and more, it felt like the burden of Jewish history. I didn’t say this to
their faces. I should be grateful, I told myself, that they bothered to visit at all. But had I been
truthful, I would have said other things. And so I wrote Letters to an American Jewish Friend.*I’ve
been asked whether “A.,” my correspondent in the book, was a real person. The answer is that
he was a composite of several real people. They were indeed friends. They had come of age in
the 1950s and ’60s like I had and represented the best in American Jewish life. They cared
deeply about Judaism, about the Jewish people, about Israel. Many had been to Israel more
than once. They just didn’t think of living there. It didn’t occur to them that they should.That’s
what bothered me the most. Had any of them said, “Look, I know that as a Jew I belong in Israel,
but it just isn’t possible for me,” I would have forgiven them immediately. There are all kinds of
good reasons for not leaving everything for a new country. One might have a profession or



career for which no good opportunities exist there, or elderly parents one can’t leave by
themselves, or a dozen other perfectly valid excuses. I wasn’t asking for heroic sacrifice. I hadn’t
made one myself. Life in Israel was difficult, but it was also rich and rewarding and I wasn’t a
hero for choosing it.What I was asking for was honesty – the honesty to face a historical situation
and draw the right conclusions. These seemed obvious to me. They were that, entering the last
quarter of the twentieth century, the state of Israel was the most – the only – meaningful future
the Jewish people had; that this state’s existence could be ensured solely by the Jews living in it;
and that it was therefore the most meaningful place for a Jewish life to be lived. I had no quarrel
with Jews who didn’t care about meaningful Jewish lives. There were millions of them in
America. The name for that was assimilation, and since Zionism had always regarded
assimilation in the modern Diaspora as inevitable, it would have been absurd of me, as a Zionist,
to argue against it. I had assimilated American Jewish friends, too, but Letters to an American
Jewish Friend wasn’t written to them.My quarrel was with American Jews who did care deeply
about being Jewish. I didn’t doubt that they were as committed to their Jewishness as I was to
mine. I didn’t think that living in Israel made me a better Jew. I thought it made me a more logical
one. It gave my life as a Jew its maximal value.This was what I tried to convince “A.” of. Was I
also trying to convince myself ?Perhaps. Not that I was having second thoughts. There was no
room for those. When my wife and I had decided to move to Israel, we had decided to move for
good. We didn’t say to ourselves, “If we like it, we’ll stay.” We were staying. That was clear from
the start.As we discovered, this made our adjustment simpler. Others did it differently. They
came for a trial period. Why burn their bridges? That would only, they thought, make their lives in
Israel more stressful.It was just the opposite. Every day was another test for them. Their new
neighbors had invited them for dinner? Israelis were wonderfully friendly. The family next door
didn’t say hello on the stairs? Israelis weren’t friendly at all. The man in the government office
was polite and helpful? Israeli bureaucracy wasn’t so bad. He was rude and argumentative?
Israeli bureaucracy was intolerable. They kept an open ledger in which there were new entries all
the time and the bottom line kept changing. Many returned to America in the end.We avoided all
that. When you know something is permanent, you make the best of it and sometimes even
come to see its good side. (Israeli bureaucrats were actually the world’s most humane. That’s
why they argued with you instead of simply saying “Next!”) I don’t remember a single moment in
which I regretted what we had done, possibly because regret would have been beside the
point.And yet there were moments in which I needed firming up. Talking with my American
Jewish friends, I sometimes felt a twinge of envy. Life was so damned easy for them. The second
car they thought nothing of owning. (We could barely afford a first one.) The weekend house on
ten acres in the country. (Ten acres? We were considered the owners of a latifundium for having
bought three–quarters of one acre.) The vacations abroad. (In Israel there was something called
a “travel tax” that charged you a fortune just for the right to buy a ticket to anywhere.) Things like
that. I needed to reassure myself, not that I had good reasons for being where I was, but that I
had better reasons than they had for being where they were.In this sense, Letters to an



American Jewish Friend was addressed to myself, too. I had no trouble putting myself in A.’s
place. I knew his arguments. They were, allowing for the changed times, the same arguments
American Jews had always used to explain why life in Israel wasn’t for them. I thought these
were evasions, rationalizations. But then, American Jewish life had always seemed to me one
big rationalization. It had always struck me as a kind of playacting, even as a boy. Israel was
genuine. Jews were fighting there for a country of their own, living in it, building and defending it.
In America, they were listening to sermons. What did it matter if these were the sermons of
rabbis, intellectuals, political activists, social reformers, or poets and novelists? From the time I
was little, I instinctively wanted no part of it. Living as a Jew in America never made any sense to
me. I loved America for many things, but not for its Jewish life, to which I couldn’t see myself
belonging if I remained an American.But this was, as I have said, an instinctive reaction, a
thought only partially thought through. Now, in Israel in 1975, I needed to think it through to the
end. Letters to an American Jewish Friend was a way of doing this. It forced me to make the
coherent argument for life in Israel that I had never bothered to make even to myself. Letters to a
friend, especially if he was given an occasional chance to respond to them, seemed a good way
of doing this. It would reproduce the give–and–take of argument and I would be kept honest by
having an adversary I would have to think for; although he was my fictional creation, he wouldn’t
let me get away with anything. In rereading Letters to an American Jewish Friend today, I take
some pride in the fact that he didn’t.*The response to Letters to an American Jewish Friend
when it was published surprised me. It was far livelier than I had thought it would be. There were
many reviews in prominent places, including essay–length ones in the intellectually prestigious
American Jewish monthly Commentary (for which it was, it must be said, a natural subject) and
the even more prestigious New York Review of Books (for which it wasn’t). Although the book
didn’t sell very well, this was only because it wasn’t available, the publisher being a small one
that didn’t know how to place it in bookstores. It did, however, have quite a few readers, who
passed it from hand to hand like underground literature. I knew of people who had borrowed it
from someone who had borrowed it from someone else who had borrowed it from still someone
else.Not all of the many dozens of letters I received – often lengthy ones – were for or against.
There were readers who simply wanted me to know that I had made them think about something
they had never thought about before. Some were quite eloquent. Many felt spoken to by me
personally.Sometimes it was uncanny. Following the book’s publication, I went on two American
lecture tours. My talks were mostly well attended. One took place at a university in the Midwest.
During the question period, a student in the back rose to take issue with me. How, he asked,
could I expect sophisticated American Jews like him to live in a backwater like Israel? He had
once spent a few weeks in Afula, a small city in the Valley of Jezreel, and had been appalled by
its provinciality.“And Topeka, Kansas, is less provincial?” I countered.For a second, he just stood
there. “How did you know I grew up in Topeka?” he asked when he found his voice.If it wasn’t
telepathy, it was pure coincidence. But my book had touched a sensitive nerve. There were, it
seemed, more Jews in America bothered by the issues it raised than the aliyah statistics



indicated. American Jews didn’t talk about aliyah publicly, and perhaps not even very much
privately, but the subject hung over at least some of them: as a rebuke, as a challenge, as an
interrogation of their beliefs, as a set of questions about Jewish existence, as a reminder that
they owed themselves an accounting that had yet to be given. I had no idea how many such
Jews there were. I only knew that some of them had gone to the trouble of getting hold of Letters
to an American Jewish Friend, and reading it, and lending it to their friends, and discussing it
with them because it said things no one else was saying. These were not particularly original
things. Classical Zionism had said them all along. I was simply applying them to the reality of the
1970s.And yet if I had hoped to help change the American Jewish agenda, I was foolishly naïve.
Aliyah did not become part of it and Letters to an American Jewish Friend faded from public
sight after a few years. Although it continued to have some readers, there were fewer and fewer
of them. It was now the 1980s and ’90s. American Jews were into other things: New Agism,
feminism, gay rights, environmentalism, multiculturalism – the whole parcel of the social and
political liberalism that most of them subscribed to. Whatever did not come under its rubric
mattered steadily less to them. Support for Israel ceased to be, as a commentator had famously
called it in the 1970s, the “civic religion” of American Judaism. In part this was because no
community can live vicariously through another for very long; either it finds raisons d’être of its
own, or it ceases to be relevant to itself. In part the cause was illiberal developments in Israel.
The ongoing occupation of the territories conquered in 1967, the continued rule over the
Palestinians, the spread of the settlements, the increasing strength of the nationalist right, the
Israeli–initiated 1982 war in Lebanon, the rigid Orthodoxy of Israel’s religious establishment – all
this made Israel a more difficult place with which to identify and a more embarrassing one to be
identified with. It wasn’t just its provinciality that now made it unattractive. For many American
Jews, it was the perceived injustice and immorality of life in it, too.Of course, I had argued in
Letters to an American Jewish Friend that the justice or morality of life in Israel had nothing to do
with the question of where a Jew should live. One did not choose a new homeland, or remain in
an old one, because it was moral or just. One chose it by asking: “Since morality and justice are
important to me, where do I most want them to exist and where should I be living a life consistent
with them?” For a Jew who took his Jewishness seriously, I had said, the answer was: in a
Jewish state.But this was not something that American Jewry was any longer in a mood to hear.
Sometime in the 1990s (I forget the exact date), the publisher of Letters to an American Jewish
Friend informed me that it was letting the book go out of print. I could, if I wished, purchase the
remaining copies at a discount. I didn’t bother to respond.*Rereading Letters to an American
Jewish Friend today, I’m pleased to see that I still agree with nearly all I said there. There were, of
course, things I got wrong. I underestimated the vitality of some sectors of American Jewish life. I
didn’t take into account the extraordinary growth, both in Israel and America, of the Orthodox
and ultra–Orthodox communities or deal with the implications of this. (One being that, as
opposed to the 1970s, the trickle of American Jewish immigration to Israel that continues now
has a largely Orthodox character.) I had no inkling that nearly a million Russian Jews would soon



arrive in Israel. I didn’t foresee major developments in the Middle East and in Israeli–Arab
relations: the peace treaty with Egypt, signed a few years after my book was written; a similar
treaty with Jordan; the Oslo Agreement and the PLO’s ostensible recognition of Israel; the rise
and spread of radical Islam and the Iranian nuclear program – let alone the “Arab spring.” Who, in
1975, did?But mostly, I think, I got it right. I was right that assimilation in America was an
unstoppable force and that the American Jewish community was in a long–term process of
contraction. (I might perhaps have pitied my readers and spared them a few statistics, but some
things called for more proof in the 1970s than they do today.) I was right that Israel would
become the pivot of world Jewish life, displacing for all the world’s Jewish communities except
America’s the old bipolar model of Israeli American Jewish parity. I was right that no peace
agreement would put an end to Arab grievances against Israel or to the Arab–Israeli conflict. I
was right that whatever happened in this conflict, Israel would remain demographically imperiled
and would need every Jewish immigrant it could get. I was right that Israel’s ultimate survival was
far from assured. These were by no means uniquely my opinions. Many others shared some or
all of them. They were not, however, at the time I wrote Letters to an American Jewish Friend, the
accepted wisdom in the American Jewish community.Yet is this enough to create an audience
for the book now that it is being republished? I honestly don’t know. What I wrote may still be true
– may be truer than ever – but that doesn’t mean a readership exists for it. How many American
Jews still care enough about Israel to be willing to engage a reasoned call on them to live there?
Quite possibly, fewer than in 1977. Yet perhaps, as then, I will be surprised. Perhaps now, too,
there is a hidden unease with the Jewish lives they are living and not living among more
American Jews than are visible. Perhaps there is an unexpressed desire to make of these lives a
meaningful wager. Perhaps there is a yearning to be part of a great Jewish adventure such as
American Jewish life cannot provide. If there is, Letters to an American Jewish Friend will have a
new generation of readers.*A great adventure. I wouldn’t have missed it for the world.There’s
been nothing like it in human history. A small and ancient people loses its land and forgets how
to speak its language; wanders defenselessly for hundreds, thousands of years throughout the
world with its God and sacred books; meets with contumely, persecution, violence,
dispossession, banishment, mass murder; refuses to give up; refuses to surrender its faith;
continues to believe that it will one day be restored to the land it lost; manages in the end, by dint
of its own efforts, against all odds, to gather itself from the four corners of the earth and return
there; learns again to speak the language of its old books; learns again to bear arms and defend
itself; wrests its new–old home from the people that had replaced it; entrenches itself there;
builds; fructifies; fortifies; repulses the enemies surrounding it; grows and prospers in the face of
all threats. Had it not happened, could it have been imagined? Would anyone have believed it
possible?Would anyone believe it possible that one could belong to this people, value one’s
connection to it, even construct one’s life around it, but have no interest in taking part in such an
adventure? Would anyone believe that one could repeatedly declare how much this people
means to one but think the adventure is entirely for others?Yet this describes the average



“committed” American Jew.I don’t say that the average Israeli consciously lives the adventure
called Israel on a daily basis, either. Israelis live their lives as people do everywhere. They think
about their families, their work, what they will have for dinner, how they plan to spend the
weekend. They don’t go about pondering the great historical drama of which they are part.But
part of it they are. And I think there are moments in which most of them, however they may
conceive of it or phrase it, realize how privileged this makes them despite all the strains and
tensions of their existence. I know I do. There are few things in my life that I am as thankful for as
the decision we made in 1970.I don’t know if there will be an Israel one hundred years from now.
I don’t know if there will be one in fifty years. It depends on many things. One of them is whether
you who read this book understand that the responsibility is yours, too.I wrote it to persuade you.
That was a long time ago. I hope you’re still there.
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Caveat Emptor, “An Eloquent Case for Aliyah. Mr. Halkin's book is a tightly reasoned case for all
committed Jews to make Aliyah to Israel. For him, Jewish identity in our time presents us with an
Either/or: either you make Aliyah or you prepare for assimilation and loss of Jewish identity (if
you don't lose yours, your descendants will eventually lose theirs.) Even those who believe in the
viability of the third way of a jewishly committed life in the diaspora will find the book to be an
eloquent and thought-provoking meditation on what it means to be Jewish in our era. Highly
recommended.”

David C.Nathanson, “Making aliyah. An account by a former Jewish American who made aliyah
to become a citizen of Israel and who tries so very hard to explain his position to a fellow
American. A bit tortured.”

Gil Tanenbaum, “This is a must read. Hillel Halkin was born in 1939 and moved to Israel in 1970.
He is an author, a translator and a columnist. The son of a professor at the Jewish Theological
Seminary of America, he had a Jewish education and religious background, but now considers
himself secular. Hillel Halkin has lived in the northern Israeli town of Zichron Yaakov, located on a
hilltop overlooking the Mediterranean, since he relocated here.The first thing I must say is that
Hillel Halkin can really write. I may be somewhat of a snob when it comes to these things, but I
have expectations when I read any type of non-fiction. The first is that the writer actually did his
homework and conducted the proper research. Then he should give a well reasoned argument
in defense of a thesis or tell a compelling narrative of some sort. Finally he must know how to
write.First published in 1977, Letters to an American Jewish friend has just been rereleased in
paperback by Geffen Publishing House. I have had an extensive education in both Jewish
history and Israeli/Zionist history. I have been an avid reader of books on both subjects since my
youth. That is why I am almost ashamed to admit that I did not read Letters until now.While
reading the book I was angered. Not because I disagreed with the content, on the contrary. I was
annoyed because Mr. Halkin had already so eloquently put into words more than thirty years ago
what I have always believed and felt. This moots any possibility that I might some day write
something similar myself. Imagine if you woke up one day having, entirely on your own,
discovered the truth of a mathematical or scientific principal, such as the Theory of Relativity or
the Pythagorean Theorem, only to learn that it had already been discovered long ago.In writing
Letters, Hillel Halkin seemed to feel a need to answer the former question. It is not important
whether the letters in the book were actually written to an American friend or if Halkin merely
used letters as a literary device. Any American Jew who reads this book can imagine that the
letters were written to him.The book was written at a time when people still wrote letters. In 1977
there was no email or Skype. There was no Internet or cable television with CNN to keep an
American in Israel up to date with what was going on in America. An international telephone call



was not only very expensive, but it was difficult to place. Now I have unlimited free calls to the
States as part of my cell phone plan.I was startled at how relevant this book still is today. It is like
opening a time capsule to discover that the world had not changed at all in thirty years. That is
why I shall refer to it as if it were written today about the current state of American Jewry.The
recent Pew study of the American Jewish community caused a great deal of debate and
concern within that community. The issues raised in the study, such as dwindling numbers,
shrinking synagogue affiliation and intermarriage are all dealt with in Letters. The book also
deals with how the American Jewish community owes a great deal of its very identity to Israel’s
existence.Anyone from my generation who had a Jewish education and went to Jewish camps
knows how important Israel is to Jewish education in America. At my school Israeli
Independence Day was celebrated every year and we had special events to educate us about
Israel and Zionism. The Ramah camp where I went held an Israel day every summer where the
camp was “transformed” into Israel for a day.Mr. Halkin acknowledges that for Americans
Zionism was never the same as it was for Jews in countries of persecution. American Jews saw
Israel as a place where Jews could find refuge. This became even more important to them after
the Holocaust.Mr. Halkin cites the varying forms of Zionism that were espoused by different
thinkers and leaders such as Ahad Haam and Herzl long before the Jewish State was
established. He reminds us that many did not call on all Jews to move to Israel and many did not
even believe in an independent Jewish State. Even Herzl, for whom Zionism meant that all Jews
should return to Israel, acknowledged that the American Jewish Community, as early as 1900,
was unique because of American democracy.Ahad Haam believed in a Jewish State, but not in
the migration of all Jews to it. He felt that a new Jewish community in Israel would become the
center of a new world Jewish culture. He was largely correct as his vision relates to American
Jews.Hillel Halkin quotes his friend’s letter: “A Jew who questions Israel’s right to prosper in
peace is simply a traitor to his people and deserves to be treated as such.” These words were
written by a man who also says that he would not want to live in Israel.Here we have the
dichotomy, the duality, of the American Jew. He is a Zionist who strongly supports Israel to the
extent that he makes such support synonymous with Jewish identity, but he does not want to live
here. He is also a loyal American who feels that to imply that support of Israel implies less than
full patriotism to America is a form of anti-Semitism.Mr. Halkin, however, is dismissive of the
claim that people who call American Jews out on the issue of dual loyalty must be anti-Semites.
The issue of dual loyalty, he maintains, is a problem for American Jews precisely because
Israel’s security depends so much on the United States. It is therefore not as problematic for
Jews who live in other countries.But the problem of dual loyalties does exist for American Jews.
“One cannot belong equally to two peoples without the tragic possibility existing of having to
choose between them one day. It is American Jewry’s good fortune that such a moment has not
yet arrived for it,” he writes. American Jews believe that such a moment will never come because
America and Israel share the same democratic ideals.Hillel Halkin recounts the experience of
his youth as a student in Israel. He was treated harshly by Israelis when in the country in 1957.



“There was everyone trying to tell me how to live my life, or where to live it, as though being an
American Jew automatically made me a guilty party who owed them an apology.” Israelis like to
make Jews who live abroad feel guilty about it. It makes them feel better and superior to act as if
a Jew who lives abroad is less authentic than they.I personally experienced the condescension
of Israelis on the subject of aliya (immigrating to Israel) before I moved here. Interestingly, many
of the same Israelis who derided me for living the good life in America before I moved here
mocked me for being stupid enough to give up that life to come and live in Israel after I made
aliya.Mr. Halkin dismisses the possibility that a Jew can be a tourist when in Israel. “He can
pretend to be a tourist here, of course, he can act like one in every respect and succeed in being
treated like one, but this is different from saying that he is one. In reality � a Diaspora Jew in
Israel can be only one thing: a person on trial.” This means that when a foreign Jew comes here
he will always be on the defensive and will always have to excuse his choice to not live here
whether he knows it or not.Hillel Halkin analogizes Israel to a community based on a faith. The
country he compares to a church or temple. He compares the Jewish visitor to Israel to a tourist
who enters a church and observes the services held within. The visitor would be influenced by
the state of the church, whether it is well or poorly maintained. If a member of the congregation
asked a tourist � the Diaspora Jew � if he would like to join the Church the answer would be no.
He writes, “We are [Israelis] after all a community of faith, and while this building [the country] is
a necessary condition for our community, since without it we couldn’t exist, its outward
appearance is by no means identical with our faith or an adequate expression of it.”Therein lies
the Crux of Mr. Halkin’s thesis. The Diaspora is not only flawed but doomed to extinction. The
only future that the Jewish people has is in Israel. Without Israel we will whither away and die
out. If a Jew truly wants the Jewish People to continue to exist then he must accept this fact.This
is most disconcerting to American Jews. No American Jews � except for the Orthodox who
believe that when the Messiah comes he will take all of the Jews back to Israel � believe this.
American Jews bask in their dual identities. Few things are more American than to be a
hyphenated American, such as an Italian-American, an Irish-American or a Jewish-American.
The hyphen can precede a nationality, an ethnicity or a religion and in the case of a Jew all
three.There is a growing trend, however, amongst American Jews to drop the religion from their
identity. As the Pew study shows, 30% of all Jews today have no synagogue affiliation and this is
in addition to all of the people who are technically Jews but who choose not to identify as such �
think celebrities such as Bill Maher and Scarlet Johansen. In each generation the percentage of
Jews who do not classify themselves as Jews by religion grows. Attachment to Israel is
correlated to attachment to the Jewish religion and synagogue affiliation. Those Jews who are a
part of a Jewish community and who had a Jewish education are much more likely to support
Israel.Hillel Halkin’s words from the 1970′s could easily have been said in response to last year’s
Pew study: “The statistical evidence available on Jewish life in the Diaspora is grim enough to
force Zionist conclusions on any committed Jew. Diaspora Jewry is destined to perish with or
without a Jewish State, whose existence is not a cause of this process, but an alternative to



those wishing to escape it.”Letters continues with an excellent summary of Jewish existence in
the Diaspora before the modern era. It explains why Jews were able to flourish for so many
centuries in Europe and the Middle East. Not in spite of persecutions, but because of them.
Jews stuck together as communities spread across international boundaries. Mr. Halkin explains
how the world changed and with it Jewish life. I cannot do this history justice in a short synopsis
here so you will just have to read this book.Some knowledge of chemistry might help. Mr. Halkin
brilliantly compares the Diaspora Jewish world to a volatile gas that, “if not compressed from
without [i.e. persecution] it will simply expand in all directions and disappear [i.e.
assimilation].While if pressure is applied to it, this will inevitably become so great as to cause a
violent explosion.” In the Middle Ages we had “just enough pressure applied at all points” to
maintain ourselves as a distinct people and we neither imploded nor exploded. Such an outside
force world wide, however, no longer exists to do the job for us in the Diaspora.Hillel Halkin is
himself a secular Jew. Yet he decries intermarriage. He describes intermarriage not as a problem
in and of itself for the Jewish People but a symptom of a greater problem. It is even a problem
when a secular Jew, such as himself, marries outside of the faith. “There is something seemingly
final about marrying outside of one’s faith even when one no longer has a faith to marry out
of.”He laments his choice to be secular, however, and says, “centuries of Jewish life have come
to an end with me, a responsibility I do not take lightly.” This would have happened in America
anyway and at least in Israel, he says, he can pass on the tradition in a new and different way to
his children. He could not have done this in the Diaspora. His children will not know Jewish law
and the prayers as he did but they will speak the Jewish language and know the Jewish country.
Hillel Halkin calls this, “the best bargain we Jews can drive with history at this moment.What
Hillel Halkin has to say on the subject of assimilated American Jews who acknowledge a Jewish
identity; even though, they do not themselves engage in any Jewish practice, is also sure to
infuriate the American Jewish community. He says about these people that, “they are no more
ashamed of their Jewish names than Polish or Italian ones and no more conscious of them
either. They may react to Jews who are more Jewish than themselves and to the issues that
concern them with varying degrees of sympathy or disdain, but rarely with any great interest.
They are Americans of Jewish descent and if they happen to be married to other such
Americans, this is because the sociological probabilities of its happening were high. They will be
lower for their children.”Hillel Halkin criticizes those Jews who whittle down Judaism to only a
system of social justice and ethics. “Ethical idealism and the philosophical mind as Jewish
traditions indeed, as if these were the distinguishing marks of historic Jewish existence rather
than the very symptoms of its disintegration in modern times.” He sees this as a myth that we
may have perpetuated amongst the gentiles about ourselves that we have now, unfortunately,
adopted for ourselves.One of the letters laments the lack of a truly unique Israeli culture. There is
a description of the various cuisines and other aspects of both Ahkenazic and Sephardic
cultures which were brought into the Israeli melting pot. But Mr., Halkin sees Israeli’s love of
hummus and falafel as more of an adoption of Arab culture from the region in which we live than



an expression of an Israeli culture. The Sephardic foods � kube, malawah, jachnun, etc. � are
only delicacies of the various Arab countries that the Sephardic Israelis came from.On this point
I certainly agree. Israeli culture today is a pale imitation of American culture and generic Western
culture. There is little to distinguish Israeliness from Westerness. Even the local pop music is
simply a Hebrew version of American music.The Israeli has replaced Jewish identity with Israeli
identity. At the very least, however, he celebrates Jewish holidays as the holidays and speaks
Hebrew as a first language. This is why, Mr. Halkin explains, that he is not as worried about his
daughters assimilating some day as a result of being secular. They live in Israel the Jewish
State.Unfortunately, plenty of secular Israelis choose not to be committed to the Jewish world or
even to spurn intermarriage. Plenty have moved abroad and intermarried. Israeli model Bar
Raphaeli made headlines when dating Leonardo Dicaprio.It should be pointed out that Israelis
tend to be ignorant of their own religion. I have often said that having grown up in Christian
America I know more about Christianity than the average secular Israeli knows about Judaism.
Israelis’ ignorance of basic Jewish practices never ceases to amaze me.Interestingly, as a
secular Jew, Hillel Halkin laments the lack of spirituality involved in synagogue attendance
amongst the average American Jew. He compares a Jew’s going to a synagogue on Saturday
morning to a Gentile’s going to a club to play golf or tennis. “This pathetic charade, this insipid
seven-layer substitute for what was once the nourishing daily bread of Jewish religious life is
regularly reenacted in hundreds of synagogues throughout the United States, Sabbath after
Sabbath, Bar Mitzvah after Bar Mitzvah, High Holiday after High Holiday, it does make one’s
heart sink.”This is harsh. What about looking at the glass half full? At least these Jews choose to
commune with other Jews rather than go to a country club or sleep in on a Saturday. Clearly
these Jews are searching for an outlet to express their spirituality that best fits their needs.Mr.
Halkin continues with a critique of the Reform and Conservative which would not only apply to
the Diaspora, but to the Conservative and Reform in Israel as well. I am not sure why he chose to
include this in Letters. Clearly this is a different subject. Hillel Halkin is no fan of the more liberal
forms of Judaism. I dot, however, understand why since as he says he is himself secular. That
being the case then Mr. Halkin should not be so concerned with how other Jews choose to
practice their faith.A later letter includes a synopsis of the various Jewish communities
throughout the World from South America to Europe. These hold true today except of course in
the case of the Soviet Union. An updated version of the book might deal with those Jews who,
after more than twenty years, still choose to remain in the former Soviet republics in spit of anti-
Semitism and political turmoil.There is so much more that I could say about this book, but I fear I
may have already said too much. If this were a movie review you might end up hating me once
you saw the movie. However, I assure you that Letters to an American Jewish friend is a must
read for any American Jew. Even Jews from other countries in the Diaspora would find it
insightful.As an American Jew who lives in Israel I say that Letters to an American Jewish friend
should be required reading for all Jewish students in both Israel and the Diaspora. In the preface
to the new edition Hillel Halkin says that he never expected to convince American Jews to move



to Israel. He simply wanted to evoke a debate. Some people, like me, might find a compelling
argument in support of what we already believe. Others might be angered, even offended, by it.
Whichever category you will fall into it is important for anyone to have his beliefs challenged or to
let an outsider offer a critique. That being said � Read this book!”

Mr Messy, “Much more in this than you might think. I thought that this book might be somewhat
dated, having been first published in 1977 but it has stood the test of time well. There is much
more in this book than simply Halkin's arguments for Aliyah. His analysis of Jewish history,
religion and culture is profound and fascinating in itself. Even if you are not intereste din the
central question of Aliyah in itself this book is a great read.”

The book by Hillel Halkin has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 7 people have provided feedback.
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